
Ready. Trained.
Equipped. 
Supporting better care  
with our unique  
technology features.

In response to Covid-19, we’ve developed 
a system of enhanced protocols—and built 
many right into our app. Now every caregiver 
is ready to support the safety of their clients, 
trained in proper use of PPE and infection 
control best practices, and equipped with  
a new surgical mask for every visit. 

Our technology has always improved 
the care experience for clients—and 
set us apart from other home care 
agencies. Now it does so much more.

(415) 463-1400 

avivainhomecare.com
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Our Care Pros complete a 
mandatory pre-visit check before 
seeing a client.

  Check for symptoms of illness

  Check for temperature

  Reminder to wash hands

  Reminder to wear a mask

  Reminder to check client for  
 symptoms or risk of exposure

If a Care Pro fails a pre-visit check, 
our Care team begins restaffing 
the visit.

Before Every Care Visit
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All Care Pros now answer three 
questions at the end of every shift 
before clocking out. 

  Check for changes in  
 client condition 

  Check the supply of masks  
 in the home

  Check for clients showing any   
 Covid-related symptoms

This post-visit check provides early 
and consistent views into changes in 
client care that require action from 
our agency.

After Every Care Visit
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Our training is informed by 
public health guidelines and best 
practices. Care Pros use our app 
to take a 5-question quiz that tests 
their retention of proper PPE usage. 

  Enhanced mask requirements

 Proper use and handling  
 of masks

  Follow-up quiz to ensure full 
understanding and compliance

As part of our commitment to 
ongoing safety training, we do 
periodic updates as infection  
control guidance changes. 

PPE Proper Usage Training
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If we become aware that a client or Care 
Pro has tested positive for Covid-19, our 
technology lets us quickly see who they’ve 
been in contact with. Then our Care team 
works with any other Care Pros, clients,  
or family members to assess their risk  
of exposure.  

  Highlights when a client has  
tested positive

  Highlights when a Care Pro has  
tested positive

  We develop a plan for any clients  
or Care Pros who may have been exposed 

The safety of our clients, their families, and our Care Pros has always been our top priority. 
Now our enhanced technology supports our Care team in new ways, helping them to 
deliver quality care. To schedule a consultation or learn more, call (415) 463-1400.

Strict Covid-19 Protocols

Effective 07-13-2020


